A study of gene expression changes at the Bp-2 locus associated with bitter pit symptom expression in apple (Malus pumila).
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Abstract

Bitter pit is a physiological disorder of apples that develops in the latter stages of fruit development and during storage. It is characterized by localized necrotic cells that collapse and form pits in the epidermis and outer cortex of fruit. The disorder has been associated with low calcium concentrations, and poor calcium distribution within fruit. The mechanism that leads to individual cell necrosis, while surrounding cells remain healthy, is not fully understood. In order to ascertain the underlying process of bitter pit incidence in apple fruit, a mapping population of ‘Braeburn’ (susceptible to bitter pit) × ‘Cameo’ (resistant to bitter pit) was used to map the trait over two growing seasons. A subset of 96 genotypes from the mapping population representing the full range of phenotypes in the same ratio as the full population were selected for genotyping and functional characterization. RNA-Seq analysis on fruits samples of three resistant and three susceptible lines at seven developmental stages (21, 42, 63, 84, 105, 126 and 147 days post fertilization) identified a number of candidate genes displaying differential gene expression. A subset of candidate genes selected based on their position within the identified QTL interval on chromosome 16 validated by RT-qPCR, and two candidate genes displaying differential gene expression were highlighted as strong candidates for the control of bitter pit symptom expression at the Bp-2 locus.

Introduction

Bitter pit is the most important physiological disorder affecting apples (Ferguson and Watkins, 1989; Zupan et al., 2013): its main symptom is the manifestation of deep brown or black lesions or spots varying from 2 to 10 mm in diameter which disfigure the fruit flesh (Miqueloto et al., 2014). The
location of pits is usually just below the skin but, in severe cases, the pits may extend throughout the cortex. They are generally concentrated at the calyx end of the fruit as small, water-soaked spots on the skin (Perring, 1985). This ‘pitting’ of the cortical flesh is caused by the breakdown of the cell plasma membranes, which then dry out and turn brown over time (Faust and Shear, 1968). Whilst the disorder initiates during fruit development on the tree, symptoms occasionally are not observed until fruit is stored post-harvest. Numerous studies have suggested a link between bitter pit susceptibility and relative fruit calcium content (Ferguson and Watkins, 1992; Korban and Swiader, 1984; Smock and Neubert, 1950; Volz et al., 2006), with various calcium application regimes having been proposed for the control of symptom expression. However, increasing fruit calcium by spray application is problematic, and its effectiveness is limited by the timing of spray application, the apple variety, the calcium status of the tree, and the degree of fruit shading and transpiration rates of the plants after application (Hewett and Watkins, 1991).

Moreover, Ca$^{2+}$ transport within the plant is tightly controlled and, where transportation is disrupted, localized cellular deficiencies develop because Ca$^{2+}$ cannot be mobilized from older tissues and redistributed via the phloem (White and Broadley, 2003). Calcium deficiencies can lead to localized cell death forming pits in the flesh of apples (White and Broadley, 2003) associated by increased plasma membrane leakage and cell plasmolysis (de Freitas and Mitcham, 2010). Calcium supply to fruit is dependent on transpiration water flow, and fruits compete increasingly with shoots and leaves as they develop. Delivery of calcium to fruits drops quickly after fruit set (Montanaro et al., 2015) and fruits rely on delivery of nutrients and sugars from the phloem (White, 2000). In addition, barriers to calcium flow exist during ripening at the peduncle, where the formation of insoluble calcium oxalate crystals decrease its movement into the fruit. Distribution of calcium in apple is channeled through the network of primary and secondary xylem and phloem vessels (Dražeta et al., 2004), and a decline in xylem functionality, particularly at the calyx end of the fruit, has been associated with a zone of increased bitter pit symptoms (Tomala and Soska, 2004). Additionally, the supply of nutrients can be disrupted in some varieties such as Braeburn, where rapid fruit expansion leads to crushing of the vascular tissue (Dražeta et al., 2004). Cell expansion during fruit development is driven by increases in cell turgor (Mathews, 2009), and calcium fluxes may contribute to changes in cell turgor pressure through the modification of ion channel activity (Konrad et al., 2011), causing an increase in cell volume during fruit development (Hocking et al., 2016; Ng et al., 2013). The epidermis and hyperdermis of apple are regions of the fruit that undergo rapid expansion during the latter stages of fruit development and these areas, along with the calyx, are most prone to bitter pit symptom development (Ferguson and Watkins, 1989). However, it is unknown whether stresses associated with
cell expansion and turgor regulation during the latter stages of fruit development predispose tissue to bitter pit formation.

A complex interaction exists between the control of cell turgor and cell wall expansion (Hocking et al., 2016). Cell wall expansion is stimulated by increasing cell size and modification to cell wall architecture by the action of degrading enzymes that allow an increasing of cell wall elasticity, and which in turn accommodates enlarged cells during fruit development (Brummell, 2006; Ng et al., 2013). The cell wall is composed of a cellulose-xyloglucan network embedded in a matrix of pectic polysaccharides (Carpita and Gibeaut, 1993). Pectin is a major component of plant cell walls, but is mainly found within the middle lamella where it is primarily laid down as homogalacturonans, consisting of (1,4)-α-linked galacturonans that are often methyl esterified (Ralet et al., 2001; Willats et al., 2001) when secreted into the cell wall. Calcium ions form ionic linkages between de-esterified homogalacturonans in an ‘egg-box’ array (Morris et al., 1982; Tibbits et al., 1998). The availability of Ca\(^{2+}\) in the apoplast is influenced by the extent of de-esterification of homogalacturonans and the availability of calcium binding sites in the apoplast, which is regulated by the action of pectin methyl esterases (PME) (Brummell and Harpster, 2001). Free Ca\(^{2+}\) in the apoplast stabilizes membrane integrity and impacts on the Ca\(^{2+}\) concentration within the cytoplasm ([Ca\(^{2+}\)\text{cyt}]). Movement of Ca\(^{2+}\) across the plasma membrane and the tonoplast is tightly controlled: entry into plant cells is allowed by Ca\(^{2+}\) channels (White, 2000), while maintenance of a steady-state [Ca\(^{2+}\)\text{cyt}] is regulated through Ca-ATPase and Ca\(^{2+}\)/H\(^{+}\) antiporters (White, 2000). Hormonal (gibberellins and auxins) and environmental cues lead to oscillations in [Ca\(^{2+}\)\text{cyt}] that are caused by an influx of calcium through cation channels in the plasma membrane, ER and tonoplast (Allen et al., 2001; White, 2000).

Whether or not the loss of membrane integrity initiates the onset of bitter pit formation is still to be determined. In grape, movement of solutes across the plasma membrane become less controlled during cell death, but membranes remain intact even after the loss of cell vitality (Caravia et al., 2015) suggesting that lack of ion selectivity, rather than loss of membrane integrity, could be involved in bitter pit symptom expression (Hocking et al., 2016). The genetic and physiological mechanisms underlying the disorder to date are poorly understood. Previously, a two-gene model (\textit{Bp-1} and \textit{Bp-2}) for the genetic control of bitter pit was proposed (Buti et al., 2015; Korban and Swiader, 1984), and genetic studies identified a locus on LG16 of the apple genome that was associated with the control of bitter pit symptom expression, explaining up to 42.8% of the observed phenotypic variance (Buti et al., 2015; Kumar et al., 2013). In the study of Buti et al. (2015), the locus on LG16 was assigned as the \textit{Bp-2} locus, and 137 genes were identified in the QTL region. However, none of them were proposed as likely candidates for the control of bitter pit symptom expression.
In this investigation, a progeny of 1,266 seedlings from the cross ‘Braeburn’ (susceptible to bitter pit) × ‘Cameo’ (not susceptible to bitter pit) were phenotyped for bitter pit symptoms. A total of 94 progenies from the full population that displayed the same distribution of symptoms as the full progeny were selected, and the QTL for bitter pit on LG16 was confirmed in the progeny. RNA was extracted from fruits of three bitter pit susceptible and three bitter pit not susceptible seedlings at seven developmental stages (from 21 days post fertilization to fully mature fruits). RNA-Seq was performed on pooled RNA samples of susceptible plants stage 1, susceptible plants stage 7, not susceptible plants stage 1 and not susceptible plants stage 7. Genes from the LG16 QTL region that were identified as being differentially expressed between the four RNA-Seq samples were validated by RT-qPCR in all seven developmental stages from the three susceptible and three not susceptible samples performed individually. Candidate genes were identified, and a potential model for the genetic and physiological control of bitter pit symptoms expression is proposed.

Materials and methods

Plant Material, DNA extraction and bitter pit severity phenotypic evaluation

The cross ‘Braeburn’ (susceptible to bitter pit) × ‘Cameo’ (resistant to bitter pit) (B×C) was performed at Fondazione Edmund Mach (FEM) in 2004. A total of 1,266 seedlings were raised, grafted onto ‘M.9’ rootstocks and maintained following standard technical management procedures in a field environment at Spini di Gardolo in Trentino, Italy. The entire B×C progeny were phenotyped for bitter pit symptoms over three successive growing seasons between 2012 and 2014 following the scoring system described in Buti et al. (2015). Briefly, the bitter pit susceptibility of each seedling carrying fruits was scored by eye at full fruit maturity. Symptoms were scored on a five-point scale: from no symptoms (0) through to very severe symptoms (4). The visual scale of Buti et al. (2015) is shown in Supplementary Figure S1. From the full progeny, 94 seedlings that displayed the full distribution of bitter pit severity symptoms in a ratio that closely matched the full progeny were selected for genotyping and functional characterization. Newly emerging, unexpanded leaves were collected in the spring, freeze-dried within 2 h and ground to a powder using a MM 300 Mixer Mill (Retsch Inc). DNA was extracted using the CTAB extraction method described by Chen and Ronald (1999). The resultant DNA was quantified using a NanoDrop 8000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific) and diluted to 10 ng/ul for use in PCR.
Microsatellite marker screening and linkage map construction

A total of 95 SSRs distributed throughout the 17 linkage groups of published *Malus* linkage maps (Fernández-Fernández et al., 2008; Silfverberg-Dilworth et al., 2006; Velasco et al., 2010) were selected for testing in the parental genotypes of the B×C mapping population. Fluorescent PCR was performed following the procedures described by Sargent et al. (2012), initially in simplex in the parental genotypes to determine marker amplicon sizes and heterozygosity, and subsequently in multiplex for polymorphic markers scoring in 94 seedlings of the B×C population. Products were electrophoresed through an ABI 3730x Genetic Analyzer (Life Technologies), following which data were analyzed and scored using the GeneMapper (Life Technologies) software application. The resultant segregation data were scrutinized by eye to identify scoring errors. Segregation data for the heterozygous SSR markers identified were used to construct a B×C linkage map using JOINMAP 4.1 (Kyazma, NL) (Van Ooijen, 2006) implementing regression mapping. Marker placement was determined using a minimum LOD score threshold of 3.0, a recombination fraction threshold of 0.35, ripple value of 1.0, jump threshold of 3.0 and a triplet threshold of 5.0, and mapping distances were calculated applying the Kosambi mapping function. Linkage maps were plotted using MAPCHART 2.2 (Voorrips, 2002) with linkage group nomenclature following that of previous apple linkage maps (i.e., Fernández-Fernández et al., 2012).

Identification of bitter pit QTL

Quantitative trait loci analysis was performed using bitter pit severity data for the 94 genotyped progeny. Data from each individual year’s evaluation were used as traits, and analyzed with interval mapping, using MapQTL 6.0 (Kyazma, NL) (Van Ooijen, 2009). A genome-wide LOD threshold of 2.7 was determined following a permutation test running 20,000 permutations for each year data. The restricted multiple QTL method (rMQM) was performed using markers with significant association with incidence of bitter pit as co-factors to attempt uncover the presence of minor QTL throughout the linkage groups of the genetic map. The step size for both IM and rMQM was 1.0 cM.

Additional marker analysis

Following the identification of a significant QTL on LG16 of the B×C linkage map, corresponding genomic region was saturated with additional SSR markers chosen from published apple genetic maps (Buti et al., 2015; Fernández-Fernández et al., 2008; Silfverberg-Dilworth et al., 2006; Velasco et al., 2010) scored following the procedures detailed above. Additionally, three SNP markers previously
shown to locate to the proximal end of LG16 (Buti et al., 2015; Kumar et al., 2013) were scored in the B×C mapping progeny using novel primer pairs following the methods described in Padmarasu et al. (2014). Mapping and subsequent QTL analysis using the additional markers followed the methods described above.

**RNA extraction and pooling**

Total RNA was extracted from the peel of fruits from three susceptible and three non-susceptible seedlings (susceptible seedlings 592, 921, 1210; non-susceptible seedlings 2, 4 and 8) from seven developmental stages taken at regular intervals from post fertilization to fully mature fruits. Starting from day 21 after fertilization, total RNA was extracted every 21 days (21, 42, 63, 84, 105, 126 and 147 days post fertilization). From each sample, 50 mg of apple peel were used to extract total RNA using the Spectrum™ Plant Total RNA Kit (Sigma-Aldrich) with the addition of an on-column DNAase treatment (Sigma-Aldrich). The extraction method followed the manufacturer’s instructions with two modifications; 1% PVP was added to lysis solution and the number of washings was doubled, meaning two washings with wash solution 1 and four washings with wash solution 2 were performed per extraction. The extracted total RNA was diluted in 50 μl of elution solution for each sample. The quality and quantity of the extracted RNA was assessed using a NanoDrop spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific) and an Agilent 2100 BioAnalyzer with the Agilent RNA 6000 Nano Kit. Total RNA samples were considered suitable for RNA-Seq analysis when their concentration was greater than 50 ng/μl, 260/280 and 260/230 ratios were above 1.8 and 2.0, respectively, and the RIN (RNA integrity number) was above 7.00. Four RNA pools were prepared for RNA-Seq analysis: total RNAs from the three susceptible and resistant plants were pooled from the first and seventh stages of fruit development individually to yield (a) stage 1 susceptible pool, (b) stage 7 susceptible pool, (c) stage 1 resistant pool, and (d) stage 7 resistant pool. Each RNA pool was obtained by combining the same quantity of RNA from each extracted sample.

**RNA sequencing and mapping**

A total of 2 μg of RNA per pool was used for RNA-Seq library construction. Libraries were prepared using the TruSeq RNA sample preparation kit (Illumina), indexed, multiplexed and sequenced using 101 bp single-end sequencing on a single lane of a HiSeq 2000 sequencer (Illumina) at the Genomic Resources Core Facility of the Weill Medical College, Cornell University, USA. The quality of the raw reads was determined using the FastQC software application (Andrews, 2010). The four RNA
read sets were mapped individually to the Malus_x_domestica.v1.0.consensus_CDS.fa (Mxdv1) transcriptome (Velasco et al., 2010) using Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) with default settings.

**Differential expression analysis**

For each of the four RNA read sets, the number of reads mapping to each Mxdv1 predicted gene was calculated from the Bowtie2 .sam alignments using simple bash commands. Differential gene expression analysis based on the negative binomial distribution was carried out using Bioconductor DESeq (Anders and Huber, 2010). Transcription levels were normalized, and the variation between expressed genes was determined between pools (a) and (c) and pools (b) and (d) (susceptible pool stage 1 vs. resistant pool stage 1; susceptible pool stage 7 vs. resistant pool stage 7). Genes were considered as differentially expressed when their log$_2$FC value (the logarithm of fold change value of the expression of the same gene) between the compared pools was greater than 3 or lower than -3.

**Candidate gene verification by RT-qPCR**

Genes located in the first four megabases (Mb) of chromosome 16 of the apple genome sequence (Velasco et al., 2010) (where major QTL for bitter pit resistance is located) were identified and scrutinized for differential expression. Differentially expressed genes were annotated using Blast2GO (Conesa and Götz, 2008) against the non-redundant NCBI database using an e-value cut-off of $10^{-3}$. Expression of candidate genes was validated through RT-qPCR on individual RNA samples. Gene-specific primers for quantitative PCR were designed using Primer3 (Untergasser et al. 2012; http://bioinfo.ut.ee/primer3-0.4.0/) adopting the following design criteria: a minimum size of 18 bp, maximum 24 bp, optimum 20 bp; a minimum Tm of 58°C, maximum 63°C, optimum 60°C; a product size between 80 bp and 140 bp, (optimum 110 bp); a maximum self complementarity = 3; and a maximum 3’ self complementarity = 2. The designed primer pairs are reported in Table 2.

A total of 1 µg of total RNA from each of the 7 fruit developmental stage of three resistant and three susceptible genotypes was used as a template to synthetize cDNAs using the Invitrogen SuperScript® VILO kit following the manufacturers’ instructions. Md8283 was employed as a housekeeping gene (Botton et al., 2011; Longhi et al., 2012) and three technical replicates for each sample were performed. Quantitative PCR was performed on a ViiA7 RT-qPCR machine (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) in a final volume of 12.5 µl containing 2 µl of cDNA, 0.20 µl of each primer (10 µM dilution), 6.25 µl of FAST SYBR GREEN master mix (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA,
USA) and 3.85 µl of sterile H₂O. The RT-qPCR cycling conditions were: 95°C for 20s, followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 1s and 60°C for 20s. A final amplification cycle of 95°C for 15s, 60°C for 1 min and 95°C for 15s was performed to determine the melting curve. The ΔΔCt method was used to plot the relative gene expression as mean of the normalized expression values of the replicates (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001).

**Results**

*Bitter pit severity distribution in the B×C mapping population*

Bitter pit severity symptoms were scored in the B×C mapping population over growing seasons in 2012 and 2014. In total, 20.6% and 37.7% of trees did not bear fruit in 2012 and 2014 respectively. The remaining trees were classified on a scale of 0 – 4 depending on the severity of the symptoms observed. Distribution of symptoms vs. no symptoms was 456 vs. 549 (chi-squared = 8.61; 261 no fruits) in 2012, and 262 vs. 527 (chi-squared = 89.01; 477 no fruits) in 2014. The number of trees grouped into each of the five classes in each year of evaluation is shown in Figure 1. The 94 plants selected from the full B×C mapping population for genotyping follow the 2012 whole population phenotypic distribution: 51 plants with phenotype 0 in 2012, 19 with phenotype 1, 12 with phenotype 2, 9 with phenotype 3 and 3 with phenotype 4 were selected. Six plants were selected for RNA-Seq analysis from the 94 genotyped plants of the B×C subpopulation. The three selected resistant plants (genotypes 2, 4 and 8) did not display any bitter pit symptoms over the two years of evaluation. Since three plants that displayed a severity symptom score of 4 in both years of evaluation were not available, the three plants that displayed the most severe symptoms throughout the phenotyping period were selected: genotypes 592 and 1210 were scored as 4 in both years, whilst genotype 921 was scored as 4 in 2012 and 3 in 2014.

*Linkage map construction and QTL analysis*

Eighty four of the 95 initially selected SSR markers segregated, and were mapped in the B×C progeny (genotypes reported in Supplementary File 1). The linkage map spanned a total of 822.44 cM across the 17 linkage groups (Supplementary Figure 2). The performed QTL analysis revealed a major QTL on LG16 of the B×C linkage map, with the peak of the LOD in a 0.98 cM interval. This genomic region was saturated with additional five SSR and three SNP markers mapping to the proximal end of LG16: these markers were scored in the B×C progeny, and a new QTL analysis on LG16 only was carried out. As shown on Figure 2, the QTL on LG16 contains markers CH02a03, NZ_SNP1_C,
Hi22f06 and QTL16_SNP02. The QTL explained 24.8% of the total variance in 2012 and 27.8% of the total variance in 2014, with an associated LOD of 5.81 and 4.52, respectively, most closely associated with marker NZ_SNP1_C in 2012 and markers NZ_SNP1_C, Hi22f06 and QTL16_SNP02 in 2014 (Figure 2). The region in which the QTL was identified spanned a total of 0.9 Mbp, from marker Hi02H08 to CH05c06. A second QTL with a LOD value of 3.22 (explaining 14.6% of the observed variance) was detected on LG03 only for 2012, with the LOD peak associated with Hi04c10 marker. The genotyping results for all the markers used in this experiment are reported on the Supplementary File S1.

RNA-Seq and candidate gene expression identification

A total of 185.5 million 101-bps single-end reads were produced in total from the sequencing of the four multiplexed libraries on one lane of an Illumina flow cell, with the total number of reads produced from each individual library ranging from 43 to 51 millions (Table 1). RNA-Seq reads have been deposited in the ArrayExpress database at EMBL-EBI (www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress) under accession number E-MTAB-6190. Reads from the four RNA pools were mapped to the Malus_x_domestica.v1.0.consensus gene models, with a percentage of reads from each library mapping to the gene models ranging from 67.1% to 68.4%. From the RNA-Seq dataset, 4,213 genes were differentially expressed between resistant and susceptible samples in the first stage of development, whilst 5,050 were differentially expressed between resistant and susceptible samples at developmental stage 7 (Supplementary Files S2). Within the initial 4 Mb of LG16, where the major bitter pit QTL was identified, 22 genes resulted to be differentially expressed. However, after annotation, these 22 predicted genes were shown to represent 13 genes only (Table 2).

Candidate gene expression validation

The 13 candidate genes identified as differentially expressed in the LG16 QTL region were validated in developmental stages 1 and 7 by RT-qPCR. Of the 13, five genes did not show significantly different expression levels between the two developmental stages and between susceptible and non-susceptible genotypes (Figure 3). Of the remaining, genes MDP0000186069 (cysteine endopeptidase), MDP0000199110 (DNA binding) and MDP0000161881 (transcription factor) were more expressed in developmental stage 7 in susceptible plants, whilst no significant differences were observed between stages 1 and 7 in non-susceptible plants. Genes MDP0000376284 (transcription repressor activity) and MDP0000263725 (kinase activity) were more expressed in non-susceptible
plants than in the susceptible plants in both developmental stages. MDP0000177891 (O-glycosyl hydrolase) was more expressed in the first developmental stage in both susceptible and non-susceptible plants; MDP0000300083 (glycosyl transferase) was more expressed in developmental stage 7 in the non-susceptible plants, whilst no significant differences in expression were observed between stages 1 and 7 in susceptible plants. Finally, MDP0000071852 (plant lipid transfer) was more expressed in stage 1 than stage 7 in non-susceptible plants, but no significant differences were observed in expression between stages 1 and 7 in susceptible plants (Figure 3). For those genes where differential expression was observed between stages 1 and 7 in either resistant or susceptible plants (MDP0000161881, MDP0000300083, MDP0000186069, and MDP0000199110), gene expression was further investigated in all seven developmental stages using RT-qPCR. Gene expression for MDP0000161881 increased in susceptible plants in stage 4, reaching its highest levels of expression in stages 6 and 7. Expression of MDP0000300083 gene incrementally increased from stage 1 to stage 7 in resistant plants; gene expression for MDP0000186069 increased incrementally between stages 5 and 7 in susceptible plants; whilst gene expression for MDP0000199110 increased only at stage 7 in susceptible plants (Figure 4).

Discussion

In this investigation, RNA-Seq and subsequent RT-qPCR validation was implemented to study gene expression changes between apple genotypes classified as susceptible or non-susceptible (i.e. not expressing symptoms in campa) to bitter pit. Genetic analysis of the B×C segregating population revealed a single major significant QTL for bitter pit in the two years in which the progeny was phenotyped, and this QTL corresponded to the major locus associated with bitter pit in previous genetic studies (Buti et al., 2015; Kumar et al., 2013). In the study of Kumar et al. (2013), bitter pit susceptibility was most strongly associated with SNP ss475883359 from the apple 9k genotyping array (Chagné et al., 2012), which was converted to a PCR-based marker in this investigation and also shown to be most strongly associated with bitter pit susceptibility in the B×C segregating population.

The RNA-Seq analysis performed here revealed a number of genes differentially expressed across the seven developmental stages studied, and between susceptible and non-susceptible genotypes. Within the QTL region of LG16, a total of 13 genes were differentially expressed and were considered candidates for bitter pit susceptibility in apple and, according to their predicted function, two of these were considered as strong candidates. Bitter pit symptoms start as leaky cell membranes that progress
to cell plasmolysis and membrane breakdown followed by cell wall collapse after cell death, leaving characteristic pithy lesions (Ferguson and Watkins, 1992; Fidler et al., 1973).

Numerous mechanisms contributing to bitter pit have been proposed, although a localised lack of calcium has long been suggested as the primary driver of bitter pit symptom expression (Fidler et al, 1973), with claims that calcium concentration in the peel is more closely related to the incidence of bitter pit than the concentration of calcium in either the core or flesh (Drake et al., 1966). At a localized level, regulation of calcium within the cell wall, plasma membrane, cytoplasm and vacuole affects the propensity for localized cell necrosis (de Freitas et al., 2013). Calcium contributes to cellular structure and function (Poovaiah and Leopold, 1973) by binding to membrane bound phospholipids and proteins (Hirschi, 2004). Maintaining a concentration of free calcium above 0.1 mM Ca\textsuperscript{2+} in the apoplastic pool has been reported to maintain plasma membrane structure and function (Plieth, 2001) and delay the onset of senescence (de Freitas et al., 2013). In contrast, cytosolic calcium ([Ca\textsuperscript{2+}]\textsubscript{cyt}) is highly regulated, with concentrations maintained at 0.1-0.2 µm, through the activity of Ca-ATPase and Ca\textsuperscript{2+}/H\textsuperscript{+} antiporters located in the cell membrane (White, 2000). Vacuolar [Ca\textsuperscript{2+}] is maintained at 1-10 mM concentrations (Berridge 1997, White and Broadley 2003), and the steep gradient between the calcium concentration in the vacuole and cytoplasm is maintained by proton-cation exchange. Release of calcium from the vacuole through calcium channels plays a crucial role in calcium influx into the cytoplasm and leads to oscillations in the [Ca\textsuperscript{2+}]\textsubscript{cyt}. The magnitude of these spatio-temporal oscillations are controlled by calcium efflux mechanisms (Allen et al., 2001).

In this study, genotypes classed as ‘non-susceptible’ to bitter pit had a higher gene expression profile of the ATP binding factor MDP0000263725 that favours the synthesis of Ins(3,4,5,6)P4 than those that were susceptible to bitter pit, suggesting that a reduction in its expression may be responsible for an increase in bitter pit symptom expression in susceptible apple genotypes. The rate at which calcium is released into the cytosol is regulated by the inositol phosphate family of signalling molecules (Berridge, 1997) which undergo a number of complex interconversion pathways. Inositol, 1,4,5 triphosphate (IP3), binds to vacuolar and non-vacuolar bound IP3 receptors (IPR3) that act as calcium ion channels (Berridge, 1997; Berridge et al., 2000), releasing calcium into the cytoplasm, while reducing inward conductance of K\textsuperscript{+} ions (Gilroy et al., 1990). Inositol, 1,4,5 triphosphate (IP3) acts as an intermediary for the synthesis of a number of other inositol phosphate family members that have a role in calcium and cell turgor regulation. These include myo-inositol (1,3,4,5,6) tetraphosphate (P5) which acts as an intermediate within the pathway and is interconverted to D myo Inositol 3,4,5,6 tetrakisphosphate (Ins(3,4,5,6)P4) by the action of a single enzyme (1,3,4,5,6)P5 1- phosphatase (Ho
and Shears, 2002). The interconversion of Ins (1,3,4,5,6)P5 to Ins(3,4,5,6)P4 is possible as the enzyme can function as a phosphatase and kinase: the change in functionality is regulated by the ratio of available ATP/ADP (Ho and Shears, 2002). Ins(3,4,5,6)P4 has a biphasic (activation/inhibition) effect on Ca2+-activated chloride channels (CACCs; Mitchell et al., 2008) and in particular the CIC-3 calcium channel which catalyses the selective flow of chloride ions across the membrane. Ins(3,4,5,6)P4 main effect on CACCs is inhibitory (Mitchell et al., 2008), preventing calcium dependent Cl− secretion from the vacuole and thus influencing plants ability to control cell turgor.

The sensitivity of CACCs to Ins(3,4,5,6)P4 increases in the presence of elevated [Ca2+ cyt] as activation of CACC through phosphorylation is catalysed by the action of a Ca2+ dependant calmodulin kinase II (CaMKII) (Ho et al., 2001). The biphasic nature of Ins(3,4,5,6)P4 on CACCs makes it difficult to pin-point precisely the role of Ins(3,4,5,6)P4 and reduced chloride secretion has on reducing susceptibility to bitter pit. However, a reduction in chloride secretion in mammalian cells caused by the inhibition of CIC-3 chloride channels using thapsigargin (T9) reduced cell proliferation and increased apoptosis (Zhang et al., 2006). The studies in mammalian cells suggests control of Cl− movement across endomembranes is an important factor in preventing localised cell death, and as such, we hypothesis a similar mechanism may operate in apple fruit, and thus disruption of the synthesis of Ins(3,4,5,6)P4 could lead to an increase in bitter pit symptom expression.

Resistance to bitter pit development may also be a function of increased cell wall elasticity during fruit development. An increase in cell turgor drives cell enlargement mediated by the relaxation of the cell wall through changes in the viscoelastic properties of the cell wall matrix allowing cellulose microfibrils to rearrange or move apart (Allard et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2011). Cell walls control their extensibility (cell wall creep) by the action of expansins, endoglucanases, xyloglucanendotransglycosylase/hydrolase (XTH), and pectin methylesterases (Cosgrove, 2016; Franková and Fry, 2013). In this investigation an additional candidate gene that may have a central role in modifying cell wall architecture was identified at the Bp-2 locus. Transcript abundance of MDP0000300083, encoding the glycosyl transferase gene galactosidase 2 –alpha-L-fucosyltransferase was higher in non-susceptible lines sampled at the end of fruit development, and there was a steady rate of increase in transcription with advancing fruit development. Galactosidase 2 –alpha-L-fucosyltransferase has been reported to catalyse the incorporation of fucosyl residues into the side chains of xyloglucan (XyG) molecules. XyG is a major hemicellulosic polysaccharide in the primary walls of dicots (Gullfot et al., 2009) which tethers cellulose microfibrils in an interconnected network surrounded by a pectin matrix (Carpita and Gibeaut, 1993; Cosgrove, 2005). The XyG backbone is composed of 1,4-linked β-D-Glcp residues, up to 75% of which are substituted with
mono-, di-, or triglycosyl side chains (xylosyl, galactosyl, fucosyl or acetyl residues) (Hoffman et al., 2005; Peña et al., 2008; Schultink et al., 2014). The high degree of fucosylation of XyG observed in tissues undergoing rapid expansion e.g. pollen tubes (Lampugnani et al., 2013) and root epidermal cells (Liu et al., 2015; Obel et al., 2009) suggests the rates of fucosylation in cell walls increases when undergoing rapid expansion. The increased activity of Galactosidase 2 – alpha-L-fucosyltransferase during development in non-susceptible apple lines suggests a role for the gene in increasing cell wall elasticity, enabling the fruit to accommodate rapid turgor driven cell expansion during the latter stages of fruit development. Conversely, in bitter pit susceptible lines, an inability to respond in this way to cell expansion during fruit development could lead to a higher incidence of bitter pit symptom expression.

In this investigation, we studied the differential expression of genes within the bitter pit QTL region identified on LG16 of the apple genome in susceptible and non-susceptible genotypes. Following confirmation that the major QTL was present in the B×C mapping population, we undertook to characterize gene expression through RNA-Seq and validate the findings through RT-qPCR. A set of 13 differentially expressed candidate genes were identified of which MDP0000263725 and MDP0000300083 were strong candidates for the control of bitter pit symptom expression between susceptible and non-susceptible genotypes in the population. The two interrelated but independent processes described here that are potentially controlled by genes displaying differential gene expression between non-susceptible and susceptible lines in this investigation may contribute to an increase the incidence of bitter pit in susceptible apple genotypes. The data presented here have shed light on the possible genetic control of bitter pit symptom expression. In order to understand the role of the differentially expressed candidate genes MDP0000263725 and MDP0000300083, further work, investigating additional genotypes displaying differential bitter pit symptoms, as well as functional characterisation of the candidate genes using genetic transformation, and a detailed analysis of physiological changes associated with changes in their expression will be required.
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Figure and Supplementary Material legends

**Figure 1** – Phenotypic distribution of bitter pit symptoms severity in the ‘Braeburn’ × ‘Cameo’ mapping population over the course of two growing seasons (2012 and 2014). Fruiting trees were classified on a 0–4 scale depending on the severity of the symptoms observed. The number of plants grouped into each of the five classes is shown for each year of evaluation.

**Figure 2** – Linkage group 16 of a subset (n = 94) of the B×C mapping population showing the positions of mapped markers along the linkage group in cM. Results of the QTL analysis using interval mapping of bitter pit symptom expression for 2012 and 2014 are reported.

**Figure 3** – RT-qPCR validation results for fruits at developmental stages 1 and 7 of the 13 candidate genes identified as differentially expressed in the LG16 QTL. Results for plants resistant to bitter pit (plant IDs: 2, 4, 8) were reported in blue (light for stage 1, dark for stage 7), while results for susceptible plants (plant IDs: 592, 921, 1021) were reported in red (light for stage 1, dark for stage 7). For each graph, title reports the gene ID and, in parentheses, an abbreviation expressing its function.

**Figure 4** – RT-qPCR results for fruits at developmental stages 1 to 7 of the 4 genes here differential expression was observed between stages 1 and 7 in resistant plants for MDP0000300083 gene (Glycosyl transferase), and in susceptible plants for genes MDP0000161881 (Transcription factor), MDP0000199110 (DNA binding) and MDP0000186069 (Cysteine endopeptidase). For each graph, title reports the gene ID and, an abbreviation expressing its function (in parentheses) and the phenotype of the plants on which the RT-qPCR experiment was conducted.

**Supplementary Figure S1** – Apple fruits at full maturity displaying different levels of bitter pit symptoms. Symptoms were scored on a five-point scale: no symptoms (0), low symptoms (1), medium symptoms (2), high symptoms (3) and very high symptoms (4). Pictures of fruits (whole and horizontal section) belonging to each scale point were reported.
**Supplementary Figure S2** – Initial linkage map and QTL analysis using interval mapping for a subset of 94 progenies of B×C mapping population. Marker positions are given in cM and accompanying graphs give LOD scores associated with bitter pit symptom expression for 2012 and 2014.

**Supplementary File S1** – Genotyping results on a subset (n=94) of the B×C mapping population. The position of each marker across respective linkage group was given, along with its segregation type and phase.

**Supplementary File S2** – Results of DE analysis between resistant and susceptible samples in the first and seventh developmental stages. Only results for differentially expressed genes were reported.
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Table 1 – RNA sequencing and read mappings statistics. For each RNA library, number of obtained Illumina 101-bps single-end reads and number/percentage of reads mapped to predicted apple genes (Malus_x_domestica.v1.0.consensus_CDS.fa) were reported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample ID</th>
<th>Number of raw reads</th>
<th>Number of reads mapped to genes</th>
<th>Percentage of reads mapped to genes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-susceptible stage 1</td>
<td>43,693,302</td>
<td>29,688,729</td>
<td>67.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-susceptible stage 7</td>
<td>43,369,657</td>
<td>29,099,891</td>
<td>67.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susceptible stage 1</td>
<td>47,381,363</td>
<td>32,387,496</td>
<td>68.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susceptible stage 7</td>
<td>51,088,161</td>
<td>34,695,047</td>
<td>67.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 – 13 candidate genes differentially expressed in the LG16 QTL region and validated by RT-qPCR. For each gene we reported position, predicted function, amplicon length and sequence of primers used for RT-qPCR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene ID</th>
<th>Primers</th>
<th>Chr</th>
<th>Position on chr</th>
<th>Predicted function/activity</th>
<th>Amplicon length</th>
<th>Forward primer sequence</th>
<th>Reverse primer sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MDP0000137803 HK5</td>
<td>chr16</td>
<td>365,838</td>
<td>Histidine kinase</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>GCATTGATTTGCGCGTTC</td>
<td>ACTGCCTTGGCCGGTTC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDP0000186069 CE2</td>
<td>chr16</td>
<td>465,759</td>
<td>Cysteine endopeptidase</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>CTCAAGCCACGTCCCGCA</td>
<td>TTTCCCTTCTTGGTCC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDP0000071852 LT3</td>
<td>chr16</td>
<td>851,804</td>
<td>Plant lipid transfer serine/threonine kinase activity</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>GCCTCTGCAATGGTGGAGA</td>
<td>CATGTTGGGGAATGGGA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDP0000475514 STK1</td>
<td>chr16</td>
<td>939,438</td>
<td>Plant lipid transfer serine/threonine kinase activity</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>AGGAAGAAGAACATCGGCG</td>
<td>TCTGCAGACCAACGCTTTC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDP0000376284 TRR1</td>
<td>chr16</td>
<td>1,530,246</td>
<td>Heam-binding</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>GGATGATGGTGGGGTGGA</td>
<td>AACGGTGTTTCGGA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDP0000612469 ZB2</td>
<td>chr16</td>
<td>1,794,944</td>
<td>Zinc ion binding</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>GGATGATGGTGGGGTGGA</td>
<td>AACGGTGTTTCGGA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDP0000612477 HB2</td>
<td>chr16</td>
<td>1,827,059</td>
<td>Heam-binding</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>ACACAATCGCAGTCCGAT</td>
<td>AGATTCTCACCCAGTCC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDP0000263725 KIN1</td>
<td>chr16</td>
<td>2,294,825</td>
<td>Kinase activity</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>TGCCCGAGTGTATCTGTCGA</td>
<td>AGTGGATCTTGGAGGAC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDP0000177891 OGH2</td>
<td>chr16</td>
<td>2,566,882</td>
<td>O-glycosyl hydrolase</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>GGATGATGGTGGGGTGGA</td>
<td>AACGGTGTTTCGGA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDP0000529420 GTA2</td>
<td>chr16</td>
<td>2,857,543</td>
<td>DNA binding</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>AAGAAGCGGCTCGGA</td>
<td>TTTCCCTTCTCAGGGA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDP0000300083 GT1</td>
<td>chr16</td>
<td>2,880,162</td>
<td>Glycosyl transferase</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>GCAGGAATGGTCAAGGTTA</td>
<td>TGAAGAAGCCATGAATG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDP0000199110 DNA17</td>
<td>chr16</td>
<td>3,128,389</td>
<td>DNA binding</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>AAGAAGCGGCTCGGA</td>
<td>TTTCCCTTCTCAGGGA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDP0000161881 TF3</td>
<td>chr16</td>
<td>3,381,593</td>
<td>Transcription factor</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>GCAGGAATGGTCAAGGTTA</td>
<td>TGAAGAAGCCATGAATG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>